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Abstract
Does the size of a submarine aﬀect the speed? The purpose of me
doing this is because I like submarines, and it looked interesting and fun. I
figured that if I did this project, then other people would learn new things
too. I wondered if the size of a submarine aﬀects its speed. Doing this
project, I thought that I would find the answer. Some people might think of
becoming a submarine engineer in the future, so they could learn from my
presentation and would know if the size of the submarine made a
diﬀerence in its speed. If we take the fins oﬀ the submarined then the
model with fins will travel better because it has more control to go
straight. The model submarine was built from recycled materials. The
propellers were cut from the bottom half of a 2-liter bottle and a hole was
drilled into it. Then with the remaining plastic, a small circle was cut to act
as the washer. Then with a pin or needle, a hole was made in the middle of
the washer. For the submarine, an adult needed to make a whole of the
center. A paper clip was straightened and attached to chopsticks. They
were fitted to the hole in the bottle. A rubber band was attached to another
chopstick and was rotated to be hooked to the other end of the cap
propeller.

Literature Review
Submarines can go really fast they can move 46 miles per hour.
Although submarines don’t hold that many people as you could think it
would. A long time ago submarine were used at wars the first war they
used submarines was the Revolutionary War On September 7, 1776. As of
today they still use submarines to fight. Dutch engineer on the early 17th
century but 150 years later they were used. If submarines did not have
something that is called “buoyant force” it will sink. The submarine
controls the buoyant so that they will not sink and ow much water goes
into their ballast tanks. Submarines are made out of hard materials like
steel to resists the force high pressure. The submarine has diﬀerent things
in it there is a vent, user hull, inner hull, ballast tank and lastly the opening
all of these thing are at the bottom only the vent is at the top. If the fins of
the submarine are really stabilized would just be spinning and not be going
to the sides and going forward or backwards. Submarines might look
really small but they are actually really big if you put a really tall person
next to it they would look really small. The real purpose of a submarine
was to be used for wars but many people use it for look at sea creatures
and to find things that have never been seen before.
To find more go to: https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/Aero_p035/
aerodynamics-hydrodynamics/do-submarines-need-fins#background

Materials
• 2-liter soda bottle (1)
• 1-liter soda bottle (1)
• Water bottle, standard size, approximately
500-700 mL (1)
• Razor blade or knife
• Drill with a 3/32-inch drill bit; be sure to
confirm, but this size should create a hole
that will fit the paper clip you'll be
inserting
• Scissors
• Pen or needle
• Needle-nose pliers
• Large paper clips (2)
• Chopsticks
• Stiﬀ ruler
• Rubber bands (3)
• Waterproof sealant (such as silicone)
• Bathtub (or pool), filled with water

Procedures
To make the propellers
1. Cut the bottom half oﬀ the 2- liter soda bottle
2. An adult will help drill a hole in a small water cap.
3. Drill 2 holes in the propeller one in the center and the
other just oﬀ the center.
4. Use scissors to cut a small circle of the plastic that
remains from the 2-liter soda bottle. This piece goes in
between the bottle cap and the propellers. This will be the
washer.
5. Use a pen or a needle to carefully make a hole in the
middle of the washer. It has to be big enough to hold the
tip of a paper clip.
6. Straighten one end of a paperclip and put it through the
hole in the bottle cap then the washer.
7. Bend the inside end with the needle-nose pliers,
looping it through the second oﬀ-center propeller hole
To make the Submarine
8. Have an adult drill two small holes oﬀ-center.
9. Straighten one end of the second paper clip and use
chopsticks to insert the straight end of the paper clip into
the hole of the bottle.
10. Use chopsticks again to hook a rubber band on the
paper clip, and hook into the inside of the water bottle.
11. Without letting go of the rubber band, hook the other
end of the rubber band hook through the paper clip to
hook in the bootle cap propeller.
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Conclusion
My hypothesis/goal for this project was if we take the fins
oﬀ the submarine then the model with fins will travel
better because it had more control to go straight. My
hypothesis was supported. The data shows this because
when the submarine did not have the fins it did not have
balance for it to just go straight. When the submarine had
fins it had way more control and balance for it to go
straight and not in circles. If I were to do this project
again, I would try to make it balance a little more because
it was not really balance that well. It is important that
people know more about this topic because not that
many people know so much about submarines and they
don’t know if submarined do need fins or not so is they
were to read this project they would know the answer.
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